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1. REFRIGERANT CONCENTRATION PRECAUTIONS

The system designer and installer are to ensure that the system adheres to all local regulations
regarding refrigerant leakage.

1-1. INTRODUCTION

Designing VRF systems requires special attention to codes and standards relating to Refrigeration
Concentration Limit (RCL). The RCL is intended to “reduce the risks of acute toxicity, asphyxiation
and flammability hazards in normally occupied, enclosed spaces”.
Because R-410A in neither toxic nor flammable; the primary safety concern is asphyxiation due to
oxygen deprivation.

Concentration limit
zz
The purpose of the concentration limit is to protect occupants in the unlikely event that the
entire refrigerant system leaks into the smallest room served by the system. To calculate the
potential refrigerant concentration, divide the total refrigerant in the system by the volume of
the smallest space served by the system.
The Concentration Limit for R-410A : 25lbs./1,000 ft³ (0.40kg/m³)*.
*Based on ASHRAE 34-2007 and IMC-2009
Outdoor units

Flow of
refrigerant

Entire refrigerant charge in the
system leaks into the smallest
room.

NOTES

NOTES

Indoor units
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1-2. CHECKING CONCENTRATION LIMIT

Check concentration limit following steps , and take appropriate measures depending on
the situation.
 Calculate amount of refrigerant [lbs. (kg)] per refrigerant system.
Amount of refrigerant per
refrigerant system

Amount of factory
charged refrigerant

+

Amount of additional
refrigerant

=

Total amount of refrigerant in
system (lbs, kg)

Amount of refrigerant
added to system based
on pipe length, pipe size
and indoor units.

Note : When one refrigerant
system is divided into 2 or more
refrigerant systems and each
system is independent, total
amount of refrigerant of each
system shall be adopted.

 Smallest room volume.
Calculate room volume by regarding

portion as one room or the smallest room.

Outdoor unit

(a) Without partition

Outdoor unit

(b) When there are partitions,
but there is an effective
opening for ventilation between
the rooms.
Opening

Indoor unit

Indoor unit
Partition

(c) With partition and without
opening which serve as
passage of air to adjoining
room.

Smallest
room

Outdoor unit

Indoor unit

Total amount of refrigerant in
refrigerant system (lbs,kg)
Capacity of smallest
room where indoor unit is
installed [cf (m3)]

When the result of calculation
exceeds the limiting
≤ Refrigerant concentration [lbs./Mcf concentration,perform the same
(kg/m3)]
calculations by shifting to the
(R410A)
second smallest,and the third
smallest rooms until the final result
is below the limiting concentration.
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NOTES

NOTES

 Calculate refrigerant concentration from the results of  and 

1-3. REFRIGERATION CONCENTRATION
COUNTERMEASURES

When the concentration limit is exceeded, the designer will need to change the original design
or use one of the countermeasures below to reduce potential exposure to refrigerant. Always
consult local codes to ensure proper design.

●●Countermeasure 1
Provide opening for ventilation.
Provide 0.15% or more opening to floor space both above and below or provide opening without
door. (0.15% floor opening based on standard ceiling height of 8.8 ft. (2.7m))
●●Countermeasure 2
Reduce the total refrigerant charging amount of the refrigerant equipment
(1) Shorten the length of the refrigerant pipes
Move the location of the outdoor unit closer to the indoor unit, and reduce the total refrigerant
charging amount by shortening the length of the refrigerant pipes.
(2) Lower the capacity of the outdoor unit.
Separate the outdoor unit into multiple units to lower the outdoor unit capacity for each
refrigerant system and reduce the refrigerant charging amount.
For example, by changing a 12Ton × 1 unit system to a 6Ton × 2 units system,
the refrigerant amount for each refrigerant system can be reduced by about half.
●●Countermeasure 3
Provide gas leak alarm linked with mechanical ventilator. If using the mechanical ventilator, The
back up power supply is required.

Countermeasure 3
Refrigerant pipe

Gas leak alarm

NOTES

NOTES

Indoor unit
Mechanical ventilator

(Floor)
Countermeasure 1 Opening effective to ventilation

Pay special attention to areas where refrigerant can accumulate (like a basement), since refrigerant
is heavier than air.
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2. INSTALLATION PRECAUTIONS
2-1. INDOOR UNIT INSTALLATION PRECAUTIONS

Note: T
 he information listed below are general precautions. Some models also include items
that do not apply.

PLACES WHERE USE PROHIBITED

●● Places where there is the danger of combustible gas leakage.
●● Places where sulfur gas, chlorine gas, acid, alkali, or other matter which effects equipment is generated
●● Places where there is a lot of oil splash and steam (kitchen, machinery room, etc.)
●● Places where machinery which generates high frequencies is used
●● Ocean beaches and other areas where there is a lot of salt
●● Places where carbon fibers and metal powder, powder, etc. suspended in the air
●● Installation in vehicles, ships, and other conveyances
●● Factory, etc. where voltage fluctuations are large

POINTS TO REMEMBER WHEN INSTALLING


1) Install the indoor unit in a location that can withstand the weight and vibration of the unit.
2) Leave space (or a service port) for servicing the refrigerant piping, drain piping and electrical
wiring.
*Installation service space is shown on " DIMENSIONS ".
3) Be careful when installing the indoor unit in the following places.
[Installation precautions]
Contents
When the
If the indoor unit is installed where the
ceiling is high installation height given in the installation
manual is exceeded, the temperature
difference between the floor and ceiling of the
room will be large and the heating effect will
be poor.

When lower
level directly
contacts the
outside air.

Moreover, even if the indoor unit is installed
within the installation height, a similar
phenomena will occur when installed in a
room in which the doors are opened and
closed frequently and hot air circulation is
obstructed by desks, chairs, etc.
When the lower level of the shop and office
is a warehouse, parking lot, etc., the surface
temperature of the flooring will become low
and the radiation of cold from the floor will
increase.

Countermeasures (Reference)
1) Switch the setting to the
high ceiling mode.
2) Install a circulator.
3) Arrange the furniture in the
room so that it does not
obstruct the hot air.

path of the intake and outlet airflow, the air
distribution may become extremely bad.
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outlet.

NOTES

NOTES

In this case, your feet will feel cold even if the
room temperature is suitable.
When the
When an indoor unit is installed in a position 1) Adjust the louver fins or
airflow
where the outlet airflow will directly contact
take other measures
distribution is people, a draft may be felt.
matched to the site.
poor
In addition, when there are obstructions in the 2) Change the indoor unit

[Installation precautions]
When inside
the ceiling
is high
temperature
and high
humidity

Contents
When the indoor unit is installed where the
inside of the ceiling is 86°F (30°C) RH80%
or greater, the dew point temperature of the
outer perimeter may become higher than the
cabinet surface temperature and moisture will
condense on the surface of the cabinet and
water drops may fall inside the room.
→Refer to Fig.A

Countermeasures (Reference)
1) Add heat insulating material
to the outside of the indoor
unit cabinet.
*Regarding the cassette type,
use of the “high humidity
correspondence kit (option)”
is recommended.

2) Strengthen the heat
In addition, the humidity may vary
insulating material of the
considerably the same as when the inside of
refrigerant piping and drain
the ceiling is close to hermetically sealed and
piping also.
used as the outside air intake path.
→Refer to Fig.B
3) When the humidity inside
the ceiling changes
considerably, install a
ventilation port.
Work method when reinforcing the heat insulation
of on-site piping
Moist air curve

Condition which
requires addition of
outside heat insulation

Slit of heat insulating
material facing upward

Flare connection

Heat insulation
reinforcement material
(procured at the site)

To indoor unit
Covered gas pipe
(heat insulation
strengthened)

Relative humidity 80%

Fig.A

NOTES

When using
an external
duct

Heat insulating material
(procured at the site)

Fit tightly (purpose is
Small exposed part of
Binding material to cover the sealant)
copper pipe is desirable.

Fig.B

Contents
When using an external duct to take in new
fresh air, etc., condensation may form on
the surface of the duct due to the effect of
the outside air temperature and the humidity
inside the ceiling.

Countermeasures (Reference)
1) Always perform heat
insulation processing.
(Heat insulating material:
Glass wool 31/32in (25mm)
thick or more.)
1) Install the remote controller
where it will not be directly
exposed to the cold or hot
air.

When the
If the cold or warm air blown out from the air
remote
conditioner directly contacts the thermostat
controller
section of the remote controller, the outlet
installation site temperature of the air conditioner may be
is bad
sensed and room temperature control will be 2) Install the remote controller
different from the room temperature and “not
where it will not be directly
cooled” or “not heated” or other trouble may
exposed to sunlight or
occur.
strong lighting.
In addition, there is the possibility that the
same kind of trouble may also occur when the
remote controller is effected by direct sunlight.
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NOTES

Dry bulb temperature 86°F (30°C)

[Installation precautions]
Contents
Countermeasures (Reference)
When
In are is returned through the attic, the
1) Replace the indoor unit
installing duct thermistor in the indoor unit may not correctly
thermistor with a Remote
type in an attic detect the room temperature.
sensor unit (optional
parts) and install the
Heating operation: Room is not heated
sensor where the room
because the indoor unit is easily turned off by
temperature can be
the thermostat.
correctly detected.
Cooling operation: Room is too cold because
the indoor unit is difficult to turn off by the
thermostat.
When the duct Cooling operation does not cool the room
1) Reconsider the ventilation
type outlet
and heating operation does not heat the room
port construction.
blows on the because the short circuited indoor unit is not 2) Replace the indoor unit
inlet (short
turned on by the thermostat.
thermistor with a Remote
circuit)
sensor unit (optional

NOTES

When
installing the
inverter type

NOTES

When using
the wireless
remote
controller

parts) and install the
sensor where the room
temperature can be
correctly detected.
Signals may not be received when using it in 1) Turn on the fluorescent
a room illuminated by an inverter fluorescent
lamp and check if the
lamp.
indoor unit receives the
signals from the remote
controller.
If the indoor unit does not
receive the signals, consult
an authorized service
personnel.
It may generate noise in TV sets, stereos and 1) The inverter type should
PCs.
be installed at a sufficient
distance from these
equipment.
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2-2. OUTDOOR UNIT INSTALLATION PRECAUTIONS

Note: T
 he information listed below are general precautions. Some models also include items
that do not apply.

PLACES WHERE USE PROHIBITED

●● Places where there is the danger of combustible gas leakage
●● Places where sulfur gas, chlorine gas, acid, alkali, or other matter which effects equipment is generated
●● Places not affected by heat radiation from other heat sources
●● Places where the air is not stagnant
●● Places where machinery which generates high frequencies is used
●● Ocean beaches and other areas where there is a lot of salt
●● Installation in vehicles, ships, and other conveyances
●● Factory, etc. where voltage fluctuations are large

POINTS TO REMEMBER WHEN INSTALLING


1) The set shall be installed at a place which can withstand the weight and vibration of the
outdoor unit.
2) To allow maintenance after refrigerant piping, drain piping, and electric wiring connection and
installation, provide an installation service space.
*Installation service space is shown on "INSTALLATION SPACE".
3) Be careful when installing the outdoor unit I the following places.
[Installation precautions]
Contents
When installed Perform installation work so that operating
near adjacent sound does not disturb the neighbors.
houses
When there is 1) If the outdoor unit is exposed to strong
the possibility
wind, capacity may drop, frost may form
of strong wind
during heating, and operation may be
stopped by high pressure safety switch.

Countermeasures (Reference)
1) Install a soundproof barrier.
2) Change the installation site.
1) Do not install the unit too
close to a wall or overhang.

2) Make the outlet direction
and wind direction
In addition, when a very strong wind blows,
perpendicular.
the fan may be damaged.
3) Fasten the outdoor unit

NOTES

When
installing the
inverter type

2) Perform snow prevention
work.
It may generate noise in TV sets, stereos and 1) The inverter type should
PCs.
be installed at a sufficient
distance from these
equipment.

NOTES

When snow
accumulates

using toppling prevention
2) When a very strong wind blows, there is
hardware (procured at the
the possibility of the outdoor unit being
toppled over if held only by foundation
site).
bolts.
If the outdoor unit is covered by accumulated 1) Make the foundation as
snow, it may not be able to operate.
high as possible.
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3. COMPATIBILITY OF VRF SYSTEM
COMPATIBILITY OF OUTDOOR UNIT AND INDOOR UNIT

OUTDOOR UNIT AND INDOOR UNIT
zz

Compatibility of outdoor unit and indoor unit in refrigerant system as follows.
Indoor unit
Previous
New model *1
model *2
VR- Ⅱ series
(230V)

Heat
Recovery

OK

Prohibited

VR- Ⅱ series
(460V)

Heat
Recovery

OK

Prohibited

OK

OK

OK
*3
OK

OK
*3
OK

Outdoor V- Ⅱ series
unit
(230V)

Heat Pump

V- Ⅱ series
(460V)

Heat Pump

J- Ⅱ series

Heat Pump




*1: N
 ew model name is "A*****TLAV" (*: arbitrary character)
*2: P
 revious model name is "A*****RLAV" (*: arbitrary character)
*3: Following indoor units cannot be connected. (ARUH 72 / 96)

Example cases for compatibility
zz

Case 1

Case 2

VR- Ⅱ series
(230 / 460V)

Case 3

Case 4

V- Ⅱ series
(230 / 460V)

NOTES

Case 5

Case 6
J- Ⅱ series

Indoor unit

Judgement

ARUM24TLAV
(New model)

OK

ARUM24RLAV
(Previous model)

Prohibited

ARUM24TLAV
(New model)

OK

ARUM24RLAV
(Previous model)

OK

ARUM24TLAV
(New model)

OK

ARUM24RLAV
(Previous model)

OK
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NOTES

Outdoor unit

COMPATIBILITY OF CONTROLLER SYSTEM

Model
UTY-APGXZ1
UTY-APGX

Central Controller

System Controller
System Controller
Lite

UTY-ALGXZ1
UTY-ALGX

Touch Panel
Controller

UTY-DTGYZ1
UTY-DTGY

Controller

Central Remote
Controller

Individual Controller

Wired Remote
Controller (Touch
panel)

*1

V- Ⅱ series
J- Ⅱ series
*1

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

*2
OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

UTY-DCGY

Office

Away

UTY-RNRUZz
UTY-RNRU

Fri 10:00AM

Mode
Custom
Auto
Cool
Heat

Set Temp.
Cool
Heat
84°F
68°F

Fan

80°F
74°F

Auto

Room Temp.

76°F

Vacation Status

Wired Remote
Controller

Menu

F

Simple Remote
Controller (with

UTY-RNKU

F

UTY-RSRY
UTY-RSKU

master control)

Simple Remote
Controller (without

F

UTY-RHRY
UTY-RHKU

master control)

Wireless Remote
Controller

VR- Ⅱ series

F

UTY-LNHU

*1: D
 ifferent VRF series may be connected for each of the 4 VRF networks supported by the unit.

NOTES

NOTES

*2: It is not connectable with indoor unit ("A*****RLAV" (*: arbitrary character)) of the old type.
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Model
External Switch
Controller

UTY-TERK
UTY-TEKX

IR Receiver unit (for
all Duct type)

UTB-YWC

IR Receiver unit (for
Cassette type)

UTY-LRHYB1

[for Cassette
(circular flow type)]
Human Sensor Kit

UTY-LBHXD

[for Cassette
(circular flow type)]

UTY-SHZXC

Signal amplifier
UTY-VSGX

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

*1
OK

*1
OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

UTY-VTGX
UTY-VGGXZ1
UTY-VGGX
Network Convertor
for LONWORKS ®

UTY-VLGX

BACnet® Gateway
(Hardware)

UTY-VBGX

BACnet® Gateway
(Software)

UTY-ABGXZ1
UTY-ABGX

Modbus® Convertor

Service Tool
Web Monitoring
Tool

*2

*2

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

UTY-VMGX

for VRF
Service and
Maintenance

J- Ⅱ series

UTY-VSGXZ1

Network Convertor

NOTES

V- Ⅱ series

UTY-ASGXZ1

UTY-AMGXZ1

*2

OK

*2

OK

*1: Since

Signal filter mode is not contained, use "UTY-VSGXZ1", when use Signal filter mode.
*2: D
 ifferent VRF series may be connected for each of the 4 VRF networks supported by the unit, but
different series may not coexist within the same network.
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NOTES

Adaptor / Convertor

IR Receiver unit

VR- Ⅱ series

4. ABOUT CONNECTION BETWEEN SERIES
4-1. PIPING CONNECTION

Note: · Piping connection of VR-II V-II and J-II in the same refrigerant system is
prohibited.
· Mixed connection of 230V model and 460V model is prohibited.

EXAMPLE1 (OK)

Refrigerant system 1
Separation
tube

VR-II
Outdoor unit
Refrigerant
pipe

RB unit

Refrigerant system 2
Separation
tube

V-II Outdoor
unit
Refrigerant
pipe

Refrigerant system 3

Separation
tube

Refrigerant
pipe

J-II Outdoor
unit

EXAMPLE2 (Prohibited)

Refrigerant system 1
Separation
tube

VR-II
Outdoor unit
Refrigerant
pipe

V-II Outdoor unit

J-II
Outdoor
unit

NOTES

NOTES

RB unit
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4-2. WIRING CONNECTION

Note: · Wiring connection of VR-II V-II and J-II in the same refrigerant system is
prohibited.
· Mixed connection of 230V model and 460V model is possible.

EXAMPLE1 (OK)


When wiring to each refrigerant system
VRF network system
Refrigerant system 1

VR-II
Transmission line Outdoor unit
RB unit

Master

Refrigerant system 2

Slave

Slave

J-II Outdoor
unit

Transmission line
Transmission line

Refrigerant system 3

V-II Outdoor
unit

Transmission line

Master

Slave

Connection method to terminal
zz
Refrigerant system 1
IN/U

Indoor unit

OUT/U

RB unit
IN/U

OUT/U

Indoor unit

IN/U

Indoor unit

NOTES

Indoor unit

Indoor unit

VR-II Outdoor unit

Master

Slave

Slave

OUT/U

J-II Outdoor unit
Indoor unit

Refrigerant system 3
Indoor unit

VR-II Outdoor unit

Indoor unit

Refrigerant system 2
Indoor unit

VR-II Outdoor unit
RB unit

Indoor unit

V-II Outdoor unit
Master
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V-II Outdoor unit
Slave

NOTES

RB unit

EXAMPLE2 (OK)


When stepping over, and wiring to the refrigerant system
VRF network system
Refrigerant system 1

VR-II
Outdoor unit

Transmission line

RB unit

Master

Refrigerant system 2

Slave

Slave

J-II Outdoor
unit

Transmission line
Transmission line

Refrigerant system 3

V-II Outdoor
unit

Transmission line
Master

Slave

Connection method to terminal
zz
Refrigerant system 1
IN/U

Indoor unit

OUT/U

RB unit
IN/U

OUT/U

Indoor unit

RB unit
IN/U

Indoor unit

J-II Outdoor unit

Indoor unit

Indoor unit

V-II Outdoor unit
Master

NOTES

Indoor unit

VR-II Outdoor unit
Slave

Indoor unit

Refrigerant system 3
Indoor unit

VR-II Outdoor unit
Slave

Indoor unit

Refrigerant system 2
Indoor unit

OUT/U

VR-II Outdoor unit
Master

V-II Outdoor unit
Slave

NOTES

RB unit
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EXAMPLE3 (Prohibited)


Note: Slave unit of VR-II V-II and J-II cannot be connected
VRF network system
Refrigerant system 1

VR-II
Outdoor unit

Transmission line

RB unit

Refrigerant system 2

Master

Slave

Transmission line

Slave

V-II Outdoor
unit

Transmission line
Master

Slave

Refrigerant system 3
Transmission line
J-II Outdoor
unit

Connection method to terminal
zz
Refrigerant system 1

Indoor unit

OUT/U

RB unit
IN/U

OUT/U

Indoor unit

RB unit
IN/U

Indoor unit

Indoor unit

Indoor unit

Refrigerant system 3
Indoor unit

VR-II Outdoor unit
Slave

V-II Outdoor unit
Master

V-II Outdoor unit
Slave

VR-II Outdoor unit
Slave

J-II Outdoor unit
Indoor unit

NOTES

Indoor unit

VR-II Outdoor unit
Master

Indoor unit

Refrigerant system 2
Indoor unit

OUT/U

NOTES

RB unit
IN/U
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